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SECRET FORMATIONS 

refered items 

 

What it does changes formation to SEARCH-FORMATION 
IThe options automatically point at enemies to gun them down. 

Conditions 1. Start from anywhere in the game with at least 1 satellite 
2. Let 5 option items pass. 
3. Collect 1 option item 
 
The formation of your options should instantly change to 
Search-Formation.   

  

refered items 

 

What it does changes formation to HOMING-FORMATION 
The options automatically hunt enemies to gun them down.  

Conditions 1. Start from anywhere in the game with at least 1 satellite 
2. Let 5 bomber items pass. 
3. Collect 1 option item 
 
The formation of your options should instantly change to 
Homing-Formation.   

  

refered items 

 

What it does changes formation to WIDE-FORMATION 

Conditions 1. Start from anywhere in the game with at least 1 satellite 
2. Let 5 small main-shot items pass. 
3. Collect 1 option item 
 
The formation of your options should instantly change to 
Wide-Formation.   

  

refered items 

 

What it does changes formation to SHADOW-FORMATION 
Similar to Round-formation, but options shoot forward.  

http://www.world-of-arcades.net/R8zing/Battle_Garegga/BGaregga.htm


Conditions 1. Start from anywhere in the game with at least 1 satellite 
2. Let 5 score-medals pass. 
3. Collect 1 option item 
 
The formation of your options should instantly change to 
Shadow-Formation.   

  

What it does changes formation to CHAIN-FORMATION - 2 player mode only 

Conditions 1. Start from anywhere in the game with at least 1 satellite 
2. Both player arrange one of the above secret formations  
 
Both planes should instantly get connected by an elastic 
chain of options. 

 

Credits: Raizingfan & the Sheep  

 

DESTROY BRIDGES & BUILDINGS ! 

What it does Releases score medals hidden in buildings 

Conditions Use your smartbombs to crack houses and bridges. They often 
contain large numbers of score medals. 
 
Examples:  
- The monorails in stage 1 
- The large bridge at the beginning of stage 3 

 

 

Credits: the Sheep  

 

CASTLE OF BIRDS 

What it does Release a swarm of birds in stage 2 

Conditions Use your smartbombs to bomb the castle ruins. A swarm of birds 
will be released. By shooting at it with you main guns, you can 
enhance your score account. 

 

 

Credits: the Sheep  

 

MEDALS FOR SAVING 

What it does 3x chance to upgrade your score medals 



Conditions In stage 2 you will meet 3 tanks intending to destroy some huts. If 
you find the right moment to destroy these tanks, you will receive 1 
score medal for each house you save. 
 
The right moment is exactly when the tank started to drive over the 
house. [See picture]. Taking them out too early or too late will result 
in nothing but common small bomber items. 

 

 

Credits: Alamone & the Sheep  

 

DESTROY THE WHEELS 

What it does Big bomber and option items for destroying midsize tanks 

Conditions Whenever you meet midsize tanks in the game, shoot their wheels 
first before you take out the main part, to receive big bomber items 
instead of 4 small ones. 
 
Big bomber items are worth 40 small ones ! 

 

 

Credits: Alamone & the Sheep 

 

SOURCE : http://www.world-of-arcades.net/R8zing/Battle_Garegga/Secrets_3.htm 


